Dr. Hurn’s Research CyberInfrastructure Message

- UTRC 1.0 is fully implemented, marketing efforts are underway and next-stage planning is in progress
- New UTRC website (including blog feature) launched
- UTRC on all major social media platforms
- UTRC Newsletter sent regularly
- Preston Broadfoot, UTRC Director of Communications, has visited 10 institutions and provided faculty, staff and students with information regarding UTRC
- 24-hour runtime limit on Lonestar increased to 48-hours
- Network connected externally to other high-speed networks
- Storage allocation approaching 2 Petabytes
- All 15 campuses have connected their initial PIs
- 3 of 4 Metro area connections fully completed
- Over 200 million Service Units used on Lonestar
- Multiple tutorials have been published as part of the Ease-of-Use Initiative